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Executive Summary
Tracy Parking Study

Planning commentators have long criticized cities for mandating too much
parking for apartments, thereby raising the cost of housing, wasting urban space,
and creating bad design. In fact, the Tracy General Plan Housing Element calls
for an examination of parking requirements to improve affordability, allowing
credit for on-street parking, and other parking adjustments to lower costs. This
parking survey suggests that it would be possible to reduce parking requirements
in Tracy somewhat and have no adverse impact on the quality of life of the
people who reside in apartments.
Chapter 1 is a survey of 5 apartment complexes in Tracy, representing a crosssection of old and new apartments, with different unit mixes. The surveys were
conducted in the late evening hours, after 9:30 p.m. on school nights, which is
when apartment parking reaches its peak. The five apartment projects surveyed
ranged between 1.1 and 1.31 cars parked per unit, with an average of 1.24 cars
parked per unit (See Figure 1.1). Adjusted based on ITE data for an expected
8% increase in parking demand from 10 p.m. to midnight, our survey results are
1.34 (adj.) average vehicles per unit at the midnight peak.
Chapter 1 also compares the Tracy results with the Institute of Traffic Engineers,
Parking Generation Manual (ITE Study), excerpted in Appendix A. The ITE
Study results for suburban low to midrise apartments show slightly lower peak
parking occupancy (1.23 vehicles per unit) than our Tracy parking survey
(1.34(adj.) vehicles per unit). A higher parking ratio would be expected in a
commuter community like Tracy with a high degree of dependence on
automobile transportation.
Chapter 2 summarizes the parking requirements for 12 comparable Northern
California jurisdictions (at Table 2.1). The various parking standards were then
analyzed assuming a 100 unit apartment project with half one bedroom and half
two bedroom units (at Figure 2.1). Tracy parking requirements are in the upper
quartile of comparable cities, but not significantly higher than a lot of cities. For
the typical 100 unit apartment complex, Tracy requires 195 parking spaces (1.95
spaces per unit). The median requirement for that same typical apartment
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complex in the twelve jurisdictions is 175 spaces (1.75 spaces per unit). The
average parking requirement for the 12 cities is 176.8 spaces (1.77 spaces per
unit). The huge gap between measured peak parking demand (1.23 to 1.34
vehicles per unit) and municipal parking requirements (1.77 vehicles per unit)
suggests there is a municipal tendency to overestimate parking demand that is
widely shared, or perhaps, widely copied between cities.
Chapter 3 reviews some of the policy issues and literature regarding parking
requirements and parking demand. Chapter 3 discusses the critique of high
parking requirements, the appropriate safety margin (including the potential for a
needlepoint peak), the trade-offs of improved design and increased density, the
parking impact of additional bedrooms, the impact of garages, credit for on-street
spaces, and other factors that would inform selection of an appropriate parking
standard.
What this study does not include is a review of specific options for changes to the
Tracy parking ordinance, which is most appropriately left for Tracy professional
staff, and policy makers.
In summary, the parking survey suggests some reduction in Tracy’s parking
requirements would have no impact on the availability of parking to apartment
residents, no adverse impact upon adjacent properties, and would free up land
which would otherwise be wasted in never used parking spaces.
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Chapter 1
Survey of Tracy Apartment Parking

This parking survey is the most important chapter in this study, because it
provides the actual facts about parking demand in Tracy. What this parking
survey reveals is that the current Tracy parking code requires parking supply
substantially in excess of parking demand, even at peak demand hours, which
for apartments are on weekday nights. Tracy requires 1.7 parking spaces for
one bedroom units, and 2.2 parking spaces for two bedroom and larger units.
The apartment projects that comply with current parking standards in Tracy have
acres of empty parking lots night after night (Waterstone, Chesapeake Bay, and
Tracy Park.)
The methodology was to count cars in apartment parking lots after 9:30 p.m.,
after residents are home for the evening, on the day before a school day. It is
assumed that peak parking demand coincides with the night before a regular
school day, which is typically also a regular work day. Based upon information
from the ITE Study, parking measured at 10 p.m. is 8% below the actual peak
which occurs from midnight to 4 p.m. in the morning. The five apartment projects
surveyed had 876 units consisting of 200 one bedroom units, 650 two bedroom
units, and 26 three bedroom units – so, the unit mix is heavily weighted toward
two bedroom units.
Tracy Results
Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1 summarize the apartment survey results. The late
evening average for surveyed projects was 1.24 vehicles parked per unit.
Increased by 8% based on ITE Study data for time of day variations, the Tracy
average is 1.34 (adj.) vehicles per unit at the midnight peak. The highest number
of cars parked per unit, if we assume a 8% increase between 10 p.m. and
midnight, would be Chesapeake Bay at 1.41 (adj.) vehicles parked per unit.
(Overnight increase discussed further under Waterstone below) Again assuming
an 8% parking increase from 10 p.m. to midnight, the apartments surveyed had
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Figure 1.1 Tracy Apartment Parking Survey
Tracy Apartment Parking Survey
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Notes:

198 parked cars

186 parked cars

Occupied Parking Spaces

C

2.04 current Code

2.04 current Code

Spaces per unit req'd by current Tracy Code = H / A

1951 West Middlefield Drive, Tracy CA 95377

Address:

same
same

5 a.m. is assumed to be the
peak parking time.

2943 W Lowell Ave, Tracy CA 95377

97% unit occupancy

-13 three b.r., 203 two b.r.

2.20 current Code

475 current Code

1.31 parked per unit

2.10 spaces available

62.69%

169 vacant spaces

284 parked cars

453 parking spaces

216

Chesapeake Bay
10:15 p.m.
Monday, May 28, 2012

Cumulative totals surveyed:
876 apartment units consisting of 200 1 b.r., 650 2 b.r., and 26 3 b.r. units.
1620 available parking spaces
1822 current parking requirements
1059 occupied spaces in late evening. Assuming 8% overnight increase in parking, then 1144 spaces occupied at midnight.
2.08 spaces required per unit under current Tracy parking code.
1.24 spaces occupied per unit
1.34 (adj.) spaces occupied per unit (assumes increase by 8% from 10 p.m. to midnight)

95% unit occupancy

Occupancy Rate:

Other notes:

same project

319 current Code

319 current Code

No. of spaces req'd by current Tracy Code

-108 two b.r., and 48 one b.r.

1.27 parked per unit

1.19 parked per unit

Unit Breakdown:

2.04 spaces available

2.04 spaces available

62.07%

319 parking spaces

319 parking spaces

Number of Parking Spaces:

B

58.31%

156

156

Number of Apartment Units:

Waterstone Apartments
5:00 a.m.
Thursday, March 8, 2012

A

Waterstone Apartments
9:45 p.m.
Monday, March 19, 2012

Late weeknight evening and overnight is considered the peak parking time for apartment projects.

Table 1.1. Tracy Apartment Parking Survey

400 W. Central Ave. Tracy, CA 95376

93% unit occupancy

Second count at 10 p.m. on
May 24, 2012 came in lower at
338 parked cars.

-13 three b.r., 223 two b.r., 88 one b.r.

2.06 current Code

669 current Code

1.10 parked per unit

1.57 spaces available

70.00%

153 vacant spaces

357 parked cars*

510 parking spaces

324

Sycamore Village
9:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 10, 2012

2926 N. Tracy Blvd,
Tracy, CA 95376

98% unit occupancy

Adjacent street parking
being used.
Second count at 10 p.m. on
May 28 came in lower at
58 parked cars.

24 one b.r., 24 two b.r.

1.95 current Code

94 current Code

1.29 parked per unit

1.52 spaces available

84.93%

11 vacant spaces

62 parked cars*

73 parking spaces

48

Tracy Garden Apartments
10:45 p.m.
Thursday May 24, 2012

Parking survey conducted by Peter MacDonald
Contact Information: 925.462.0191 and pmacdonald@macdonaldlaw.net
400 Main Street, Suite 210, Pleasanton, CA 94566

2800 N. Tracy Blvd., Tracy, CA 95376

98% unit occupancy

Parking shared with adjacent comm'l.
*Includes 239 on project parking, and
26 shared with adjacent business parking.

-92 two b.r., 40 one b.r.

2.01 current Code

265 current Code

1.29 parked per unit

2.01 spaces available

64.15%

95 vacant spaces

170 parked cars*

265 parking spaces

132

Tracy Park
9:30 p.m.
Monday, May 28, 2012

peak parking occupancy equal to only about 63% of the Tracy parking code
requirements (2.08 spaces per unit for the mix of units surveyed).
Waterstone
We initially surveyed Waterstone, the most recent project built in 2006, as
representing the three story design which is characteristic of the projects likely to
be built within the Tracy market, and the style most favored by institutional
investors in residential real estate. We were initially surprised by the number of
vacant parking spots in the late evening.
As a check on how many people come in later than the survey hours (typically
9:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.), we did a 5 a.m. Thursday morning count at Waterstone.
That count showed an almost 4% higher occupancy rate in the early morning.
This result corresponds exactly with the ITE Study data which showed an
expected increase of 4% between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m..
Chesapeake Bay
The highest count we got was 1.31 occupied spaces per unit at Chesapeake
Bay, an all two bedroom plus project. Even with an assumed 8% increase in
overnight parking occupancy, the parking count would only be 1.41 spaces per
unit. At 1.41 spaces per unit, parking occupancy at Chesapeake Bay would still
be far below the City requirements of 2.2 parking spaces per unit at Chesapeake
Bay.
Chesapeake Bay is a rare situation, with zero one bedroom units, 203 two
bedroom units, and 13 three bedroom units. Nevertheless, Chesapeake Bay in
the evening had only 1/10 of a vehicle per unit higher parking occupancy than for
projects with a mix of one and two bedroom units. Notably, the Tracy parking
code increases the parking requirement by 0.5 spaces per unit for that second
bedroom (issue discussed below and in Chapter 3).
Tracy Park
One project, Tracy Park, represents a unique situation, because it shares parking
with adjacent commercial properties. This practice is encouraged by Housing
Element policies. The commercial is primarily offices. By 9:30 in the evening,
parking on the office side of the shared parking lane was down to about 6 cars. It
should be noted that the parking lane includes some 26 spaces officially
designated as shared commercial- residential spaces. Other spaces in the
shared parking lane are officially exclusively commercial, but at the late evening
of our survey had some apparently residential cars parked in them. The shared
spaces plus exclusively residential spaces meet current Tracy parking
requirements. But, because a number of those “commercial” spaces were
obviously being used by apartment tenants, we included those parked cars in our
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count. So the actual vacancy rate of residentially designated spaces would have
been slightly higher. Of course, at 5 p.m. in the afternoon, the shared officeapartment parking may be more occupied, but that is not relevant to establishing
the general parking requirement for apartments.
Sycamore Village
Sycamore Village had the lowest number of cars parked at only 1.1 occupied
spaces per unit. This is a project built during the 1980’s when the parking
standard was lower (i.e. there are only 1.57 parking spaces per unit).
Nevertheless, there were ample vacant spaces at night. Because the cars
parked per unit is lower (1.1), we wondered if there is some impact from an
available bus route, relative proximity to downtown, or regulatory limits from the
landlord. The remainder of surveyed projects were consistent at 1.2 to 1. 3 cars
parked per unit in late evening.
Tracy Garden Apartments
Finally, the Tracy Garden Apartments is an older project built around 1970, and
had only 1.52 spaces available per unit. But, there were still ample spaces
available in late evening. The Manager mentioned that there is available street
parking, and it looked like the street parking was being used by 3 or 4 cars,
enough to loosen up the on-site parking.
Comparison with ITE Parking Generation Manual
The Tracy parking survey surprised us with the small number of cars parked per
unit. But, in reviewing the Institute of Traffic Engineers, Parking Generation
Manual, 4th Edition 2010 (ITE Study at Appendix A), Tracy apartment parking
counts (after 8% adjustment) were slightly higher than the ITE surveyed
suburban apartments (1.23 vehicles per unit v. 1.34 (adj) vehicles per unit). This
is not surprising given the automobile dependency of most Tracy apartment
locations, and the higher proportion of commuters who need a car to get to jobs
outside of the City of Tracy.
In summary, the ITE results were:
Low/Midrise Apartment: Weekday Suburban Peak Period:
Low/Midrise Apartment: Weekday Urban Peak Period:
Low/Midrise Apartment: Saturday Urban (overnight)

1.23 veh/unit
1.20 veh/unit
1.03 veh/unit

One issue raised by the ITE apartment parking survey, but not explained, is the
potential for a needlepoint peak. For the range of results on Low/Midrise
Suburban Weekday (overnight) peak, involving 21 projects surveyed, ITE shows
a range of 0.59 to 1.94 vehicles per dwelling unit. At 1.94 vehicles per dwelling
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unit, at least one project could exceed most standard municipal parking codes
requirements. But, ITE does not explain the one high result. It may have been a
true outlier, related to unique circumstances of that particular location, because
the 95% confidence interval was shown as 1.10 to 1.37 vehicles per unit – not
pulled up on the high side by that one data point. Chapter 3 has further
discussion regarding any potential needlepoint peak.
For the Tracy apartment parking survey, we did drive through the several
projects on a weekend afternoon to see if parking occupancy was greater, but
parking occupancy was somewhat lower. Consistent with our observations, the
ITE Study Saturday survey also did not reveal a weekend peak comparable to
the weekday night peak, dropping from 1.23 down to 1.03 vehicles parked per
unit.
The ITE Study at p.51 does include a 24 hour survey, with percentage of the
peak occupancy shown for each hour. The ITE Study finds the peak parking
period to be from 12 a.m. to 4 a.m., with parking demand at 10 p.m. at 92% of
the peak, and parking demand at 5 a.m. at 96% of the peak. The ITE difference
between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. comes out at 4%, which equals the difference our
Waterstone 5 a.m. count demonstrated for those hours. Not surprisingly, during
the day and early evening, between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. the parking occupancy
falls to more than 20% below the overnight peak.
The ITE Study (at p. 50) has some data on the parking increase between entire
projects that average 1.5 bedrooms or less, versus entire projects that average
over 2 bedrooms each. For projects averaging less than 1.5 bedrooms, parking
was 92% of the overall average. For the projects averaging over 2 bedrooms,
parking was 13% higher than the average. So, the difference in parking demand
between apartment projects averaging less than 1.5 bedrooms and those
averaging over 2.0 bedrooms is about 21% - a substantial increase. (Issue
discussed further in Chapter 3).
Overall, nothing in the ITE parking survey suggests the Tracy apartment parking
survey missed some important factor. Tracy parking demand is a little higher
than national parking patterns for apartments (0.11 vehicles per unit higher).
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Chapter 2
Comparison with Apartment Parking Standards in Other Cities

We compared Tracy’s parking ordinance and requirements with those of 11 other
Northern California cities (Table 2.1). For the cities studied, we applied their
parking standards to a typical apartment project consisting of 100 apartments,
with 50 one bedroom units, and 50 two bedroom units. The results of that
comparison are shown graphically in Figure 1.1. The parking code excerpts from
those cities are at Appendix B.
Summary of Results
The required parking for that typical apartment project range from 1.48 spaces
per unit in San Jose, up to 2.00 spaces per unit in Dublin and Lodi. Among the
12 comparable cities, Tracy’s parking requirements are third highest, at 1.95
spaces per unit just below Dublin and Lodi, and just above San Leandro at 1.88
spaces per unit. The median parking requirement for the subject cities is 1.75
spaces per unit. The average parking requirement is 1.77 spaces per unit, and
the most common parking requirement, shared by four cities, is 1.75 spaces per
unit.
While the parking requirement ranged from 1.48 to 2.00 spaces per unit, the
formulas for calculating parking requirements varied substantially between cities.
Per Unit vs. Per Bedroom Standards.
In effect, three of the 12 cities have a “per unit” standard, rather than a standard
that varies by the number of bedrooms. For the remainder of cities that do
increase the parking requirement per bedroom, the steepest increased parking
requirement is typically between one and two bedroom units. For those cities,
the two bedroom requirement is typically at least 0.5 spaces higher than for one
bedroom units. Tracy requires 0.5 spaces more for a two bedroom unit than for a
one bedroom unit. As discussed further in Chapter 3, the ITE Study does
suggest that the second bedroom might add a marginal demand for about 0.35 to
0.45 additional parking spaces.
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Firgure 2.1 Apartment Parking Standards by Jurisdiction
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Table 2.1. Apartment Parking Standards by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction

Studio

1
2
3
4

San Jose
Sacramento
Pleasanton
Modesto

1.25/unit 1.25/unit
1.5/unit 1.5/unit
1.5/unit 1.5/unit
1/unit

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Livermore
Stockton
Walnut Creek
Fremont
San Leandro
Tracy
Lodi
Dublin

1.25/unit 1.5/unit
1/unit
1/unit
1.5/unit 1.5/unit
1.5/unit 1.5/unit

San Jose:
Sacramento:
Pleasanton:
Modesto:
Livermore:
Stockton:
Walnut Creek:
Fremont:
San Leandro:
Tracy:
Lodi:
Dublin:

None covered; Bicycle spaces req'd; higher standard for garaged spaces.
None covered.
1 covered space per unit; 2 spaces each for first 4 units.
None covered; higher standard for garaged spaces; 2 spaces each for first 36 units; tandem, RV provisions.
None covered.
None covered.
1 covered space per unit.
1 covered space per unit; possible credit for available on-street parking.
2 covered for 2 br and +; a .25 guest space req'mt is included in per bedroom standard- not additional.
1 covered space per unit.
None covered.
Peter MacDonald
1 covered space per unit.
M.S. Urban Planning

Notes:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1/unit

2/unit

1 BR

1/unit

2/unit

2 BR

3 BR

guest

Ratio/Unit

Parking req'mt:
100 unit apartment;
with 50 1 br units
and 50 2 br units
1.7/unit
2/unit
148
1.48 /un.
1.5/unit 1.5/unit 0.067/unit
157
1.57/un.
1.5/unit
2/unit 0.143/unit 2 ea. For 1st 4 units
166
1.66/un.
2.0 1st 36 un,
168
1.68/un.
then 1.5 per un.
2/unit
2/unit
0.25/unit
175
1.75/un.
0.25/unit
1.5/unit
175
1.75/un.
2/unit 2.25/unit
175
1.75/un.
1.5/unit 1.5/unit
0.5/unit
175
1.75/un.
2.25/unit 2.5/unit
188
1.88/un.
2/unit
2/unit
0.2/unit
195
1.95/un.
2/unit
200
2.0/un.
2/unit
2/unit
200
2.0/un.

June 2012

Covered Spaces.
Only half of the twelve studied cities require covered spaces. Some cities like
Dublin say “covered or garaged spaces”. Typically, the city requires only one
covered space per unit, but San Leandro requires 2 covered spaces for 2
bedroom and larger units, and Dublin does the same for two bedroom
condominium units.
The Garage Problem
Surprisingly, the only city with a notable problem relating their parking was
Dublin, with the highest apartment parking requirement of all cities studied, at
2.00 spaces per apartment unit. In fact, Dublin has even higher parking
requirements for condominiums, requiring two “covered or garaged” spaces for
condominiums, but only one “covered or garaged” space for apartment units.
Dublin then requires an additional 0.5 space of open parking per condo.
The parking problem arose in a complex of townhouse- condominium projects, in
Eastern Dublin, built recently (after 2000) under the existing parking standards.
In touring that area, every open parking spot seems to be taken, and there are
overflow cars parked on nearby vacant fields. According to a consultant to the
master developer, the builder built inside, garaged parking spaces for most of the
condominiums constructed. Some of the inside spaces are tandem spaces.
Now, it appears, a number of the occupants have converted their garaged
spaces into storage, and those occupants are vying for the open parking spots.
It was pointed out the on-street spaces in many cases are more convenient to
the unit than the garaged spaces at a lower level.
The issue of garaged spaces is addressed in only two of the ordinances studied,
San Jose and Modesto. San Jose has higher parking requirements for projects
with garaged spaces. For example, for a two bedroom unit with one garaged
space, San Jose requires 0.3 additional open parking spaces. For a two
bedroom unit with two garaged spaces, San Jose requires 0.8 additional open
parking spaces. Modesto requires an additional 0.5 open parking spaces for
each garaged space.
The San Jose Approach
The San Jose parking ordinance was substantially re-written in the year 2000.
Though simple and understandable, the San Jose parking ordinance is also
nuanced. The parking ordinance revision was apparently the result, at least in
part, of a larger public-private collaboration, led by the Silicon Valley
Manufacturers Association. In the late 1990’s,the San Jose community was
concerned because having the highest housing costs in the country was making
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it increasingly difficult to retain quality employees and firms in Silicon Valley.
The San Jose metro area economy was losing competiveness to new high tech
centers, both in and out of United States. The result was a systematic effort by
the City of San Jose to produce high density development, when possible
coupled with transit, so market rate affordable housing would be more available
to potential employees. From 1996 to 2000, multi-family units jumped from 47%
to 70% of total housing production, and has stayed above that percentage almost
every year since. Beyond that, San Jose has an even lower parking standard for
“pedestrian oriented zoning districts”, like downtown and transit oriented (TOD)
developments.
By addressing the special problem of garaged spaces explicitly, San Jose was
apparently able to lower its base parking standard to a level much closer to the
measured demand for apartment parking. I.e. Compared to other cities, the San
Jose standard of 1.48 spaces per unit is much closer to the ITE measured
average peak period parking demand for low to midrise apartment projects (1.20
to 1.23 spaces per unit in ITE Study).
The survey of comparable cities shows a lot of similarity in total parking
requirements between Northern California cities. But, with the exception of San
Jose, the municipal parking requirements are typically about half a space per unit
in excess of the peak parking demand that can be expected from new apartment
projects.
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Chapter 3
Policy Considerations

The Tracy parking survey shows parking at only 1.34 (adj.) vehicles per unit at
midnight peak. We gained some confidence in the Tracy results when the ITE
Study came up with similar, but lower, peak parking results (1.23 vehicles per
unit). Both survey results demonstrate parking demand far below the parking
requirements for Tracy and comparable cities.
Apartment Demographics
However, the parking survey results are no longer surprising when we look at the
demographics of renters. The National Multi Housing Council collated U.S.
Population Survey and other results from the U.S. Government studies, included
here as Appendix C. Appendix C at page 4 shows that 49% of rental
households have only one person. Also at page 4, 70% of rental households
consist of a single male, a single female, or a single parent. The entire balance
of parking demand has to come from the remaining half of the units, so 1.23 to
1.34 vehicles parked per unit allows for a high proportion of two vehicle
ownership among two adult households (especially when we factor in people
away traveling with their vehicles and some no vehicle households). We could
find no authority suggesting that the long run trend toward smaller household
size is about to change.
Parking Literature
A number of critics, led by Donald Shoup, a UCLA urban planning professor,
have written at length about how free parking distorts urban design and raises
costs (e.g. The High Cost of Free Parking, Updated Edition, 2011). Dr. Shoup
argues from an almost libertarian point of view, suggesting that we should “let
prices do the planning”. Another group of critics, centered on the Conference for
the New Urbanism, and personified by Andres Duany and his wife Elizabeth
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Plater-Zybeck argue for walkable high density cities built around public transit to
encourage a lively street life. These critics follow in the footsteps of the great
Jane Jacobs, who wrote The Death and Life of Great American Cities in 1961,
which changed the perspective of urban planning away from providing
convenience for cars to providing livable neighborhoods. Both lines of criticism
have much validity, but are generally directed at central city settings.
Framework for Analysis
This parking study needs to address the setting of the freestanding suburban
apartment complex, and the planning considerations that could help select the
most appropriate parking standards. The widespread adoption of municipal offstreet parking requirements following World War II addressed the problem of
externalities: By requiring property owners to provide adequate on-site parking
for its customers or residents, the city avoids the nuisance of all those vehicle
owners taking up limited public parking, and saves the vehicle owner from the
inconvenience of walking great distances to their destination.
For this analysis, we start by accepting the need to handle all parking needs of
apartment residents on-site. That requires understanding the actual parking
demand that can be expected, including what types of peaks might occur, and
how often. Given that information, there remains a key policy question about
what “safety margin” should be required to deal with unexpected peaks and
changing demographics.
There are several additional urban planning considerations that should influence
selection of the safety margin for municipal parking requirements. First there is
cost, because space wasted on un-needed parking increases the cost of
housing. The Tracy General Plan Housing Element at Program 4.3 calls for the
City to “facilitate affordable housing development by reducing development
standards such as parking requirements, setbacks, and other requirements.”
Second, un-needed parking adversely affects the design and amenities in
projects. The alternative designs for the MacDonald Apartments provide a case
study of how design can improve with reduced parking requirements (discussion
below). The public costs of an unrealistically high safety margin for parking are
more expensive housing, less desirable design, and fewer amenities. There is
no public benefit from unrealistically high parking standards.
Needlepoint Peaks?
The Tracy Parking Survey, and the ITE Study, both suggest that weeknight peak
parking demand for apartments averages about 1.20 to 1.34 vehicles per
apartment unit. But, what about annual or monthly peaks? The ITE Study gives
the range of peak parking demand for the surveyed projects. According to ITE,
for suburban apartments there was one project with 1.94 vehicles per unit, and
for urban apartments there was one project with 2.50 vehicles per unit. The
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urban project can probably be ignored because urban parking garages are
frequently managed to lease out any predictably unused parking. The suburban
project at 1.94 vehicles per unit is more troubling, but as one of 21 projects
surveyed, it apparently had no companion projects at the high end or there would
have been more impact on the average.
Apartment parking is unlike retail parking in which there are peaks far above the
daily pattern of usage, at Christmas, special events, and certain times of the
week or times of the day. By its nature, apartment occupancy peaks each night,
especially on weeknights before school days, as confirmed by our surveys and
the ITE survey. At other times when parking demand might increase for some
residents, as with Christmas parties, or summer visitors, there will be a reciprocal
contingent of the apartment residents going to parties elsewhere or traveling
elsewhere. The typical weekday is apparently quite close to the annual peak. If
there is a peak time that we have missed, anyone with special knowledge is
encouraged to share that information with us.
Per Bedroom or Per Unit Requirements
In Chapter 1, we reported the ITE Study results showing that parking demand is
21% higher for projects averaging 2.0 bedrooms or more than for projects
averaging 1.5 bedrooms or less. But, we don’t know exactly what the average
number of bedrooms was for those two groups to derive a gradient for the
marginal impact on parking demand of going from a one bedroom to a two
bedroom apartment. If we assume the two groups of projects have an average
difference of 0.7 bedrooms (e.g. 1.4 bedrooms average for the smaller sized
projects and 2.1 bedrooms average for the larger sized projects), then each
marginal bedroom would generate demand for 0.35 additional parking spaces. If
we assume (unrealistically) that the two groups of projects have an average
difference of exactly 0.5 bedrooms (i.e. 1.5 bedrooms average for the smaller
sized projects, and 2.0 bedrooms for the larger sized projects), then each
marginal bedroom would generate demand for 0.50 additional parking spaces.
That is the Tracy standard. Either way, it is obvious that a per bedroom standard
does capture a real factor causing increased parking demand.
Another clue is the San Jose ordinance, which appears to be based upon more
precise study than other cities, certainly with respect to total parking demand.
There the parking requirement for studio and one bedroom units is 1.25 spaces,
but for two bedroom units it jumps to 1.70 spaces – an increase of 0.45 spaces
for the second bedroom. So, the range of 0.35 to .045 additional spaces would
appear to capture the marginal impact of a second bedroom. The Tracy
standard of 0.5 additional spaces for two bedroom and larger units probably also
captures the further parking demand resulting from the occasional three bedroom
unit.
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On Street Spaces
The Tracy General Plan Housing Element at Program 4.3 provides: “Depending
on the location of proposed development, consider shared parking opportunities
(between nonresidential and residential uses) and the ability of street parking to
fulfill a portion of a project’s parking demand” Several of the comparable cities
including Fremont and Dublin have such a policy. In the survey of Tracy Garden
Apartments (built under a lower parking standard), the Manager mentioned that
tenants do use on-street parking near their units, thereby lowering demand for
on-site spaces.
Whether or not parking credit is given, on street parking adjacent to apartments
has several worthy impacts of the kind that Jane Jacobs would approve. First,
on street spaces are “anytime” spaces, available not just to guests and residents
of the apartment, but also to provide overflow parking for events up and down the
neighborhood street. Second, on-street parking provides a protective shield to
the adjacent sidewalk, making use of that sidewalk by kids, bikes, trikes, and
people out walking, more comfortable and physically safe. When combined with
buildings facing the street, the eyes on the street from apartments above, and
people activity below, on street spaces make the sidewalk safer from crime and
encourage increased use of the sidewalk. Third, on any residential street, the
presence of on-street parking slows down through traffic to residential speeds,
protecting the safety of pedestrians and vehicles further up and down the
adjacent street.
A middle ground from a policy perspective might be to allow on-street spaces to
count toward the guest parking requirements. In Tracy that would put a limit of
0.2 spaces per unit on the use of adjacent on-street spaces. Another policy
option would be to limit credit to only those on street spaces immediately
adjacent to the project itself.
Garage and Tandem Spaces
The lesson from the Dublin experience with garages and tandem spaces
described in Chapter 2 is that additional parking should be required for garages
and tandem spaces, such as the standards set in the San Jose parking
ordinance.
Case Study
The impact of parking requirements on apartment design and cost can be best
understood by review of alternative site plans considered in designing the
MacDonald Apartments, at Appendix D. Both Alt 2 and Alt 3 have 60 units
consisting of 3 three story buildings (two 24 plexes, and one 12 plex).
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The plan labeled Alt 2 has the 12 plex forward facing the street. Alt 2 (building
front plan) is an earlier version of the plan which has recently been submitted to
the City for approval. In constrast, Alt 3 (parking front plan) has the 12 plex set
back on the lot with a parking bay along the frontage. Alt 3 was designed to
overcome the potential shortage of required parking, and will be revived if
necessary.
It should be noted that increasing density by going above three stories with
structured parking or using underground parking is not economically feasible in
Tracy. The cost impact of structured parking is an increase of approximately $75
per rentable square foot.
Comparing Alt. 2 and Alt 3, the Alt. 3 parking yield from a geometric parking lot
adjacent to the public street is 9 additional parking spaces. The Alt 3 plan lacks
the building wall on the street that Alt 2 provides, and has somewhat less open
space. But Alt 3 meets the requirements of the Tracy parking and design codes
(if on street parking is given credit).
If the 8 new on-street spaces are given parking credit, then Alt 3 exceeds the City
parking requirement of 117 spaces by 2 spaces (at 1.98 spaces per unit). In
constrast, even if the 8 on-street spaces are given parking credit, the Alt 2 plan
(at only 1.83 spaces per unit) still falls 7 spaces short of the City parking
requirements. Both plans substantially exceed the measured peak parking
demand in Tracy of 1.34 (adj.) spaces per unit. Even at 1.83 spaces per unit, the
Alt 2 plan is parked at almost half a space higher per unit than projected parking
demand (i.e. 0.49 spaces per unit excess parking which is a 37% safety margin).
Now if it becomes necessary to meet the current parking requirements, there are
two ways to adjust the project proposal. First, Alt 2 can be modified to eliminate
the third floor from the 12 plex, eliminating 4 units and the need for 7.8 spaces.
Second, if on-street spaces are not given credit, elimination of the 12 plex third
floor and a fall back to the Alt 3 plan would provide 9 additional spaces, for a 17
space swing, causing the project to exceed current parking code by 2 spaces.
Safety Margin
Finally, the real issue is what level of safety margin (excess parking) should the
City deem sufficient. To provide residents a choice of readily available parking
spaces, there needs to be more parking than peak weekday evening parking
demand. That buffer can also help deal with the needlepoint peak that we
considered earlier, should one ever occur. To analyze, we compare the results
of the Tracy parking survey (1.34 (adj.) vehicles per unit) to the Tracy parking
code requirement for the combination of units included in the survey (2.08
spaces per unit including the 0.2 required guest spaces).
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The following are the safety margins that result for alternative parking standards
expressed as per unit parking standards: (spaces per unit standard / 1.34)
2.08 spaces per unit
1.90 spaces per unit
1.80 spaces per unit
1.70 spaces per unit
1.60 spaces per unit
1.50 spaces per unit

= Safety margin of 55.2% -current requirement
= Safety margin of 41.8%
= Safety margin of 34.3%
= Safety margin of 26.9%
= Safety margin of 19.4 %
= Safety margin of 11.9%

Conclusion
There is nothing in the planning literature or the two surveys to suggest that
apartment projects are subject to needlepoint peaks in parking demand which
require an extraordinary safety margin. Thus, the safety margin needed to
provide ample parking choice to residents should suffice to handle any peak
event that might occur. The public costs of having an excessive safety margin is
higher housing costs, fewer amenities, and less desirable project designs. We
have provided accurate parking data, but the appropriate size of the safety
margin is a policy decision for public officials of the City of Tracy.
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Walnut Creek

10-2.3.206 Off-Street Parking and Loading Spaces Required.
Off-street parking spaces shall be provided in accordance with the following "Parking Regulations
- Table A". Those land uses that require off-street loading spaces have a roman numeral
reference to "Loading Regulations - Table B". The roman numeral reference indicates either
Group I or Group II each of which have different loading space requirements. The required
loading space dimension is also outlined in Table B.
Additional "Notes" for specific land use classifications are referenced in Table A. These "Notes"
can be found in the "Parking Regulations - Notes Table" following Table A. Where a "Note" or a
number in parenthesis is opposite a use classification heading, the referenced "Note" shall apply
to all use classifications under the heading.
Parking regulations for land uses not listed shall be determined by the Transportation
Administrator. In order to make this determination, the Transportation Administrator may require
the submission of survey data from the applicant or collected at the applicant’s expense.
In the following Tables, RFA stands for Rentable Floor Area and GFA stands for Gross Floor
Area. For definitions of these two terms see Part I, Article 3. Definitions.

TABLE A
PARKING REGULATIONS

LAND USE

OFF STREET PARKING

CLASSIFICATION

REQUIREMENTS

A. Residential Use

NOTES

1. Adult Day Care

(2)

Home
2. Congregate Living

.25 per dwelling unit or .25 per

Facility

bedroom (whichever is greater)

Group I

3. Family Day Care
Home
a. Small Family Day

(2)

Care Home

Care Home

B)

(1)

Classifications

b. Large Family Day

LOADINGSPACESREQUIRED(SEE TABLE

1 per employee + 1 per 12 children

4. Group Residential

1 per bedroom
1.25 per studio unit; 1.5 per 1

5. Multiple Family
Residential

bedroom unit; 2 per 2 bedroom unit;
2.25 per 2+ bedroom units. Every
dwelling unit shall have one covered

(3) (4)
(24)

space.
a. Senior Housing

(5)

6. Residential Care

(2)

Home
7. Second Family Unit
8. Single Family
Residential

One space more than required for
Single Family Residential (uncovered)
2 covered per dwelling unit

B. Commercial Use

(6)

(4)

(1) (7)

Classifications
1 per 250 sq. ft. of RFA (pertaining to
1. Ambulance Services

office or administrative use)+ 1 per

Group I

Ambulance
2. Animal Sales and
Service
1 per 250 sq. ft. of RFA. (Area
a. Animal Hospital

devoted to housing animals is

Group I

excluded.)
b. Animal: Retail Sales
and Grooming
c. Horse Stables

1 per 250 sq. ft. of RFA.

Group I

1 space for each 4 horses boarded on
site + 1 per employee.
1 per 250 sq. ft. of RFA. (Area

d. Kennel

devoted to housing animals is

Group I

excluded)
3. Artist Studio

1 per 450 sq. ft. of GFA

4. Banks and Savings
and Loans
a. Banks and Savings
and Loans

1 per 250 sq. ft. of RFA

Group I

Fremont

San Leandro

Tracy

Tracy

Lodi

P in PDublin
e ie
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Mobile Home

2 per dwelling

Mobile Home Park

2 per dwelling, plus 1 guest space for every 2 dwellings

Residences
Apartments
Studio

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus 1 parking space
for unreserved and guest parking.

1 Bedroom

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus 1 parking space
for unreserved and guest parking.

2+ Bedrooms

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus 1 parking space
for unreserved and guest parking.

Condominiums
Studio

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus guest parking
(see below)

1 Bedroom

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus guest parking
(see below)

2+ Bedrooms

2 covered or garaged per dwelling plus guest parking
(see below)

Guest Parking

Projects with 10 or more dwellings shall provide one
additional guest parking space for every 2 dwelling units
which shall be marked as a guest parking space

Senior Citizen Apartments

1 covered or garaged per dwelling plus one guest
parking space for every three dwelling units.

Residential Use Secondary to Commercial 2 per residence
Use
Second Unit

1 parking space, see Section 8.80.040.F relating to
Second Units parking

Single Family/Duplex
Lots of 4,000 square feet or less

2 in enclosed garage per dwelling* plus one on-street
parking space per dwelling unit within 150 feet of that
dwelling unit.

Lots greater than 4,000 square feet

2 in enclosed garage per dwelling*.

Single Room Occupancy Units

1 per unit plus 1 guest parking space for every 3 units

Supportive Housing - Small

2 per dwelling

Supportive Housing - Large

1 per 3 employees on largest shift, plus 1 per 3 beds

Transitional Housing - Small

2 per dwelling

Transitional Housing - Large

1 per 3 employees on largest shift, plus 1 per 3 beds

*Except if two, full-size, unenclosed parking spaces are provided elsewhere on a lot for the
purposes of converting a residential garage to living space pursuant to Chapter 8.78.
C.

Civic Use Types. Civic Use Types shall provide off-street parking spaces as follows:

.codep bli hing.com/ca/D blin/cgi/Men Compile.pl
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Case Study: Alternative Designs for MacDonald
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Parking Front Plan

Appendix E.
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Waterstone

FASTWeb

Chesapeake Bay

2943 W Lowell Ave
Tracy CA 95377
Property Information
Owner(s)
Property

Tracy Chesapeake Bay Limited Ptp
2943 W Lowell Ave
Tracy, CA 95377

Mailing Addr

7355 N Palm Ave #105
Fresno , CA 93711

Legal
Lot Number

Parcel #
Map Coord

238-600-28
; 422-D6

Census Tract 0052.06
San Joaquin
County
Owner Phone

.
Tract Number

Block

Subdivision

Park Atherton

Characteristics
Apartment
Use
Zoning
432
Bedrooms
#Rooms
Y
Pool/Spa
3
Stories
Flood
Basement Area

2002
Year Built
12.06 / 525333.6
Lot Size
434
Bathrooms
Average
Quality
Air
Improvements
223849
Gross Area

Sq. Feet
# of units
Fireplace
Heating
Style
Parking
Garage Area

223849
216

Carport

Attributes
Other
Property Sale Information
Sale Date
$/Sq. Ft.
Sale Price
1st Loan
Doc No.
Loan Type
Doc Type
Xfer Date
Seller
Lender
*$/Sq. Ft. is a calculation of Sales Price divided by Sq. Feet

2nd Mtg.
Prior Sale Amt.
Prior Sale Dt.
Prior Doc No.
Prior Doc Type

Tax Information
Imp Value
Land Value
Total Value
Tax Amount

$13,194,000.00
$1,666,100.00
$14,860,100.00
$20,265.24

Exemption
Tax Year/Area 2011/004073
$14,860,100.00
Tax Value
89%
Improved

Information compiled from various sources and is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

https://fwprodweb1.firstam.com/FastWeb/FASTOrder/...&lPrivateLabelID=0&PL=&sPL_Logo=&Action=undefined [4/27/2012 10:09:06 AM]

FASTWeb

Sycamore Village

400 W Central Ave
Tracy CA 95376
Property Information
Owner(s)
Property

Sycamore Village Invest
400 W Central Ave
Tracy, CA 95376

Mailing Addr

1600 S Main St #150
Walnut Creek , CA 94596

Legal
Lot Number

TRACT 1455 LOT 128.
128

Block

Parcel #
Map Coord

246-120-01
246-12; 462-H4

Census Tract 0052.08
San Joaquin
County
Owner Phone

Tract Number 1455
Sycamore Village
Subdivision

Characteristics
Apartment
Use
Zoning
573
Bedrooms
#Rooms
Y
Pool/Spa
2
Stories
Flood
Basement Area

1987
Year Built
16.74 / 729194.4
Lot Size
557
Bathrooms
Average
Quality
Air
Improvements
258520
Gross Area

Sq. Feet
# of units
Fireplace
Heating
Style
Parking
Garage Area

258520
324
80

Carport

Attributes
Other
Property Sale Information
Sale Date
Sale Price
Doc No.
Doc Type
Seller
*$/Sq. Ft. is a

$/Sq. Ft.
1st Loan
39602
Loan Type
Deed (reg)
06/08/1984
Xfer Date
Owner Record
Lender
calculation of Sales Price divided by Sq. Feet

2nd Mtg.
Prior Sale Amt.
Prior Sale Dt.
Prior Doc No.
Prior Doc Type

Tax Information
Imp Value
Land Value
Total Value
Tax Amount

$15,125,846.00
$4,139,610.00
$19,265,456.00
$215,723.80

Exemption
Tax Year/Area 2011/004073
$19,265,456.00
Tax Value
79%
Improved

Information compiled from various sources and is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

https://fwprodweb1.firstam.com/FastWeb/FASTOrder/P...E&lPrivateLabelID=0&PL=&sPL_Logo=&Action=undefined [4/27/2012 9:57:47 AM]

FASTWeb

Tracy Park

2800 N Tracy Blvd
Tracy CA 95376
Property Information
Owner(s)
Property

2800 North Tracy Boulevard
2800 N Tracy Blvd
Tracy, CA 95376

Mailing Addr

11340 W Olympic Blvd #210
Los Angeles , CA 90064

Legal
Lot Number

.
1

Block

Parcel #
Map Coord

214-470-01
214-47; 422-H5

Census Tract 0053.05
San Joaquin
County
Owner Phone

Tract Number
Subdivision

Tracy Blvd Park

Characteristics
Apartment
Use
Zoning
224
Bedrooms
#Rooms
Y
Pool/Spa
2
Stories
Flood
Basement Area

1987
Year Built
6.23 / 271378.8
Lot Size
292
Bathrooms
Average
Quality
Air
Improvements
109438
Gross Area

Sq. Feet
# of units
Fireplace
Heating
Style
Parking
Garage Area

109438
132
60

Carport

Attributes
Other
Property Sale Information
Sale Date
Sale Price
Doc No.
Doc Type
Seller
*$/Sq. Ft. is a

$/Sq. Ft.
1st Loan
129680
Loan Type
Grant Deed
10/25/2011
Xfer Date
Con Am Of Tracy Park Associates Lender
calculation of Sales Price divided by Sq. Feet
10/25/2011

2nd Mtg.
Prior Sale Amt.
Prior Sale Dt.
Prior Doc No. 60783
Prior Doc Type Deed (reg)

Tax Information
Imp Value
Land Value
Total Value
Tax Amount

$7,465,493.00
$2,285,355.00
$9,750,848.00
$105,785.36

Exemption
Tax Year/Area 2011/004073
$9,750,848.00
Tax Value
77%
Improved

Information compiled from various sources and is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

https://fwprodweb1.firstam.com/FastWeb/FASTOrder/P...D&lPrivateLabelID=0&PL=&sPL_Logo=&Action=undefined [7/3/2012 9:35:23 AM]

FASTWeb

Tracy Garden Apartments

2926 N Tracy Blvd
Tracy CA 95376
Property Information
Owner(s)
Property

Gamache Daniel S / Gamache Donna L
2926 N Tracy Blvd
Tracy, CA 95376

Mailing Addr

16021 Redondo Dr
Tracy , CA 95304

Legal
Lot Number

214-460-01
214-46; 422-H5

Census Tract 0053.05
San Joaquin
County
Owner Phone

GATEWAY MANOR LOT 27,28.
27

Block

Parcel #
Map Coord

Tract Number
Subdivision

Tracy Garden Farms

Characteristics
Apartment
Use
Zoning
72
Bedrooms
#Rooms
Y
Pool/Spa
2
Stories
Flood
Basement Area

1972
Year Built
2.36 / 102801.6
Lot Size
48
Bathrooms
Average
Quality
Air
Improvements
36616
Gross Area

Sq. Feet
# of units
Fireplace
Heating
Style
Parking
Garage Area

36616
16

Carport

Attributes
Other
Property Sale Information
Sale Date
Sale Price
Doc No.
Doc Type
Seller
*$/Sq. Ft. is a

$56.67
$/Sq. Ft.
1st Loan
Loan Type
08/28/1986
Xfer Date
Lender
calculation of Sales Price divided by Sq. Feet
$2,075,000.00
70077
Deed (reg)

2nd Mtg.
Prior Sale Amt.
Prior Sale Dt.
Prior Doc No.
Prior Doc Type

Tax Information
Imp Value
Land Value
Total Value
Tax Amount

$2,300,591.00
$784,639.00
$3,085,230.00
$33,555.32

Exemption
Tax Year/Area 2011/004049
$3,085,230.00
Tax Value
75%
Improved

Information compiled from various sources and is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

https://fwprodweb1.firstam.com/FastWeb/FASTOrder/P...D&lPrivateLabelID=0&PL=&sPL_Logo=&Action=undefined [7/3/2012 9:32:34 AM]

